
Interview With Beneficiary_1 

Hi Abdullah. How are you? 

Hi teacher, I m fine and you? 

 

Thanks.  I'm fine Abdullah. Today we will have a meeting with you. Firstly, could you 

please briefly give some information about yourself? 

Sure, I can. I am Abdullah. I am from Syria. I was a university student in Syria in the 

Business Administration department. Because of the war and other contextual variables, we 

had to come to Turkey and I have continued my education at the Business School of Istanbul 

University. During my bachelor’s degree education, I worked part time. After earning my 

bachelor degree, I started the master’s programme in Business Management, Organizational 

Behavior Department at Istanbul University  

 

 How did you find out about  the opportunity to take part in the FETI Project? 

My instructor mentioned this Project and I wanted to participate in.  

Also thank you very much Abdullah, whenever we call, you helped us about translation for 

Syrian students because some students did not know English or Turkish, so you were a 

successful translator for us.  

 

 How did the project contribute to your path forward in applying for work, training or 

education? 

This process was so functional for me, I have gotten important suggestions. I have been 

informed about academic career options. You kindly helped me.   

 

What  would you need to do to improve your skills towards your chosen path in your 

new country? 

In the future, I want to be an academician. Language is so important and cultural infırmation 

is another important thing for me. At the same time, I would need more information about 



career options in my local proximity. I have gathered theoretical information in the school but 

I have learned practical issues about work life in Turkey with you.  

 

You are right Abdullah, normally we suggest students to intern, as practically you have 

to perform to learn. 

 

Exactly! Your counseling was so important for me to maintain this thought. So we have been 

directed to the internship process. 

 

What was the greatest benefit you gained from the FETI Project experience? 

I have improved awareness about myself and developed my language via group discussions. 

So it was easier for me to integrate into Turkish society. I need more Turkish language 

education because I want to be an academician. To be a research assistant, you have to pass a 

Turkish general exam and it is so difficult.  

 

What kind of activities have been done in the sessions (for example conversations, tools 

etc) 

At the beginning of the process, we have had group meetings and then we have performed 

individual meetings according to our activities with the given tools.  

 

What about your further needs? 

I need more Turkish language education. If you do not know the language, you can not 

conform to the environment and can not find any job.  

 

Do you have any suggestions? 

No, that's all, thank you very much for your efforts.  


